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1. Introduction

The tourism industry has been growing steadily over the past few decades. While its impacts on the environment are debatable [1–3], its socioeconomic impacts are not [4,5]. Due to its potential for the development of rural areas, regional development policies are increasingly incorporating tourism into their strategies. A good-practice recommendation for regional development planning is to involve local stakeholders and to consider tourists’ demands and preferences [6], which is also helpful for local businesses. Tourists represent a special category of consumer that, in the majority of cases, really does not know the products and services they will consume. Their preferences can only be known by asking each individual, or by extrapolating from preferences expressed by previous tourists. Another important way of understanding tourist preferences, especially when there are no historical data, is to identify the push and pull motivation factors of the visitors of a destination, so that travel and consumer patterns can be adjusted in accordance with future demand [7].

Traditional economics is based on the rationality of consumption; that is, the idea that consumers make decisions based on maximizing personal utility. However, when it comes to leisure activities, people often make decisions based on non-rational criteria. Tourists, for example, are more complex decision makers because they are displaced from their environment and have only a limited knowledge of the place they are visiting.

In the current market, competition is global, and consumers are demanding customized products, such that both consumers and suppliers need to take into consideration...
many variables, which generates contradictions and sometimes decision conflicts. From the consumer’s perspective, the quantity and diversity of the possible alternatives may lead to difficulties making a decision: How should feasible alternatives be evaluated? The level of difficulty increases exponentially for composite products, such as a family car or the activities to be carried out during a holiday, because these have multiple features or items, and the assessment of each of them is based on qualitative factors. From the supplier’s point of view, the need to adapt quickly to client preferences and deal with a high level of uncertainty while maintaining production efficiency, which can affect resource management. In order to help both consumers and suppliers to make decisions, it is necessary to develop evaluation algorithms and tools to take account of as much information as possible, including information that might usually be regarded as irrelevant.

With the development of information and communication technologies (ICT), traditional industries are gradually moving towards being “smart industries”, wherein collecting and sharing data helps industries, like traditional tourism, evolve [8]. Using datasets to understand consumer preferences can help suppliers design offers that might better match tourist demands. Extracting and using data offers new opportunities to improve productivity and efficiency [9,10], but it also presents new challenges [11]. In order to obtain an effective advantage, ICT must be presented in universal and adjustable models, address physical and emotional/experiential dimensions, and consider the different needs and values of the different stakeholders, especially those of the tourist/client [12]. Tourists’ and other consumers’ decision-making has been studied from different perspectives: from the motivation to consume (the push factor) [13,14] to the attractiveness of the destination or product (the pull factor) [15,16], or both [17,18]. For example, the location and existing resources are pull factors when assessing the attractiveness of a potential destination [16,19,20].

To improve the understanding of tourist behavior and to improve sustainable resource management, multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM) models are often used to help with managerial decision making [21–23], including in tourism [24,25]. So far, we have not identified an intuitive mathematical formulation with a practical perspective that can integrate consumer decision-making based on resource characteristics with ICT tools, such as phone apps.

The purpose of this work was to introduce a mathematical model based on MCDM and fuzzy tools to merge the quantitative factors of the resource characteristics of resources with the qualitative factors of consumer preferences in relation to these characteristics. The proposed model, as a management tool, will benefit both sides: First, it will enable tourists to evaluate different options quantitatively, thereby making their decision-making simpler and more rational. Second, resource managers and suppliers, based on the knowledge of their customers’ preferences, will be able to predict their needs more efficiently. Third, when consumers and suppliers use a common tool based on the same algorithm, further adjustments between supply and demand will benefit both.

When it is embedded in a tourism IT application, this model will help (1) tourists to select resources that better suit their preferences according to their type, accessibility or cost; (2) tourism service providers simulate and obtain data related to a tourist’s consumer profile; and (3) tourism authorities gain better knowledge of the destination activities and needs of the interested parties. Therefore, a synthetic example of how this model applies to tourism is presented.

This document comprises six sections. Besides this introduction, section two offers a summarized theoretical background concerning decision-making, section three identifies the principles and methodology in the model’s construction, section four presents the proposed model, and section five offers a practical and generic example for model implementation, which is followed by a conclusion.
2. Background

Every day, we are faced with situations in which we must make rational decisions from among different options. Consumption decisions, though, are not always rational, and violate the rules of economic utility theory [26]. Preferences, or heart reasons, play an important role in a consumer’s decision [27], yet often, managers make decisions based on historical consumption data or intuition [28]. Understanding how consumers decide will help managers adjust products or services to improve consumer satisfaction and manage the available resources better [29].

The hypothesis that tourism can generate economic growth has been the subject of several studies since an initial paper on it was published in 2002 [30]. Since then, the tourism-led growth hypothesis has found general approval in dozens of studies using Granger causality testing, although several exceptions were noted [31]. Nevertheless, due to the limited number of countries studied, and the concentration on countries receiving a significant number of tourists, the hypothesis should be considered with caution. The extent to which the economic growth of a country is tourism-led depends on issues such as its economic development, political stability, and governmental institutions [32].

Investments in the tourism industry tend to concentrate on locations with better infrastructure that can accommodate mass tourism [33,34]. On the other hand, tourism, although challenging, is one of the few promising economic activities for rural development in light of ageing and shrinking rural populations, and decreased job opportunities [35,36]. Tourism can reduce poverty and narrow the development gap [37,38]. Tourism’s importance is not limited to the economy; it can be an essential factor in the sustainable development of society and the environment, especially in small, isolated, or underdeveloped regions [39,40]. For instance, the nature-based tourism trend that has emerged in the recent decades could bring economic benefits while encouraging environmental protection and sustainable resource management [41].

The extent to which destinations address tourist demands influences their economic success. Satisfied tourists are more likely to return and recommend the destination to others [42]. With the evolving socio-cultural changes, new consumer demands emerge, and businesses need to adapt. Independent tourists are a special category because they are out of their normal environment, and intend to cut back their daily routine, such that their consumption decisions are affected by factors unique to each person and destination, as presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Factors that affect tourist consumption decisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Tourist characteristics:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Time budgets;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Motivations, interests and group composition;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Destination knowledge and emotional value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Destination characteristics:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Trip origins or accommodation locations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Trip destinations or attraction locations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Transportation accessibility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adapted from [43].

For each tourist destination, it is possible to identify common features. Those in urban areas tend to offer cultural and social interactions concentrated in a relatively small area, with transport multiple options. Destinations in mainly rural or uninhabited areas tend to focus on activities based on the nature and ethnography of the region, and cover larger areas, often requiring a tourist-dedicated means of transport. A common trend for both types of location is to provide tourists with programs that include a set of resources and travel between them. These proposed itineraries simplify the task of having to choose which resources to use or visit.
A special category of resources is walking trails, because they are both an individual resource and a set of resources. They are not restricted to one geographical point, but to a set of points mapped on a line. Although they are more related to natural environments, they may exist, in whole or in part, in rural or urban areas. The tourist preferences and satisfaction factors for walking trails are different from those for other types of resources, as shown by Bichler and Peters [44].

When we refer to a set of resources, an itinerary, the planning requirement is greater. In order to ensure tourist satisfaction, it is sometimes necessary to include flexibility and variations that satisfy the preferences of each user. Knowing the decision-making process of tourists can bring advantages for managers and tourists themselves. For managers, it is essential for the definition of the strategy of a tourist destination, or for managing resources efficiently. For tourists, having access to information on resources adjusted to their preferences is an added value. If, in addition, an itinerary of activities is proposed, making decisions will be simplified. The more efficient management of resources, and the resulting improvement in visitor satisfaction, will create a positive spiral of development for the tourism destination and its regions.

According to Saaty [45], before a decision can be made, the issue must be known, as well as all of the aspects of the decision: its need and purpose, criteria, sub-criteria, stakeholders, and the possible alternatives. Because a set of objectives and related criteria may conflict, there needs to be a process that can resolve the issue. In each decision-making process, it is possible to use different techniques for multi-objective optimization. When there are several combinations of resolutions that can optimize the criteria, and if the decision maker is to have the freedom to choose among them, the most appropriate is a method based on an approximation to the Pareto frontier. This method identifies a set of possible solutions and the border values that optimize each of the criteria under analysis. The selection of the best solution can be reached by using the decision-maker’s preference, or by applying an auxiliary optimization problem [46]. Despite the importance of the fact that the Pareto-optimal concept enables the optimization of multi-objective problems, researchers like Mattson and Messac [47] believe that its use as a conceptual tool has not yet been fully explored. Figure 1 represents a possible solution region (A) and its restriction by applying the Pareto frontiers to four user preference criteria. The darker region (B) is the set of restricted possible options for a specific user. This technique simplifies decision-making (from A to B), and at the same time allows the decision maker some degree of freedom of choice (area of the B region).

![Figure 1. Reduction of the viable solution zone.](image_url)

In a practical way, in order to help tourists to decide among resources or sets of resources, and to assist resource managers, it is necessary to develop the proper tools, and for this there is a large set of informatics tools and apps that identify resources and their features. However, an excess of information can be a source of noise, so the tool must reduce the large quantity of viable sets to a smaller number of resource sets in a smart way by considering tourist preferences and integrating additional information, like health, about each individual. Here, we present a solution to this problem using a mathematical
model that behaves like a multicriteria model to produce solutions using the strength of modern fuzzy mathematical models.

Zadeh [48,49] proposed the theory of “fuzzy”, or diffuse, sets as a way of assigning rationality to the uncertainty created by human imprecision and vagueness. This theory is especially powerful when considering the ideas and appreciations of people based on complexity, excess data, or unreliable information. Its main contribution is the possibility of representing vague knowledge in quantitative terms to allow the application of mathematical operators to subjects shrouded in relativity and dependent on the will of human judgment. Fuzzy theory, therefore, represents the knowledge of decision-makers in a more natural and realistic way, and quantifies human imprecision [50].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Methodology

Multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs) require the consideration of multiple and conflicting criteria [51]. Purely in mathematical terms, MOPs can identify an optimal solution, but when the decisions are affected by uncertainty and human irrationality, fuzzy logic can be adopted to obtain suitable solutions to specific problems [51–53]. Knowing the preferences of the decision-maker, user, or consumer can help us to select the best possible solution [51].

The modelling of decision-making in relation to the selection of one option over others must adjust the different options to the preferences of the decision-maker. In order to ensure that all factors and interrelationships are quantified, we chose to include all of them in a single function. In order to include quantifications resulting from relative human evaluations, this multicriterial function included fuzzy mathematical concepts similar to the ones used in Wang [50].

The assessment and comparison of simple and homogeneous resources can be an easy procedure, but often the number of resources that affects a decision is large and heterogeneous. Making a choice among different options can be performed by assigning each option a value, or weight, that results from the quantification of each of its characteristics by the decision-maker. However, because some resources have a preponderant value regarding the objective to be optimized, resources should not all be quantified according to the same standard. Some should have a reinforced value. These cases, identified as a k-resource, or simply k, must be processed independently so that their reinforced value can be met. Resources of normal value will be identified as a p-resource, or simply by p.

Definition 1: k-resources and p-resources. The identifiers k-resource and p-resource are defined as the matrices of dimension 1 × n, the entries of which are the n resources of the same type existing in the network. For example, if k-resource = T, then the resources from family T are considered to have a weight with the reinforced value T_1 ... T_n; that is, T = [T_1 ... T_n].

Definition 2: Resources. If z = r + s, then the totality of the different types of resources in the network and the set of them can be given as X = \{X^{(1)}, X^{(2)}, ..., X^{(r)}, X^{(r+1)}, ..., X^{(r+s)}\}.

The k-resource and p-resource are subsets of X. Let us assume that k-resource = \{X^{(1)}, X^{(2)}, ..., X^{(r)}\} and p-resource = \{X^{(r+1)}, ..., X^{(r+s)}\} are disjoint sets. Straight-away, it follows that #k-resource = r and #p-resource = s. The exponent j is used to generically identify each of the various types of k-resource and p-resource. We can have, for example, X^{(1)} = T; that is, X^{(1)} represents the family of resource T, and then [T_1 ... T_n] = X^{(1)}_1 X^{(1)}_2 ... X^{(1)}_n.

Definition 3: Resources used. X^* \subset X is the set of resources in the network consumed by the user.
Definition 1. Diagonal matrix of the k-resource: Define $X^{(k)}$ as the diagonal matrix in which the elements of the main diagonal are the resources of type $X^{(k)}_1$ to $X^{(k)}_n$; that is,

$$
X^{(k)} = \begin{bmatrix}
X^{(k)}_1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & X^{(k)}_2 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & X^{(k)}_{n-1} \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & X^{(k)}_n
\end{bmatrix}
$$

In Definition 1, the diagonal in the matrix $X^{(k)}$ has quantitative information related to all of the resources from the family type represented by $k$. Given that the influence of the different resources on the decision may not be homogeneous in the model’s objective function, the weight of the $k$-resource will be calculated as shown in Equation (1), if $k$-resource = $X$.

$$
X^{(k)} \times X^{(k)} = \begin{bmatrix}
X^{(k)2}_1 & X^{(k)2}_2 & \cdots & X^{(k)2}_n
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(1)

Thus, it is ensured that $k$-resources have a quadratic, non-linear growth due to the reinforced value in the structure of the study. If $|X^{(k)}_i| < 1$, we have a reduced weight resource, and it will have a lower contribution to the global value of the objective function. In the opposite way, if $|X^{(k)}_i| < 1$, we have a reinforced weight resource, and it will have a higher influence. In this way, we can deduce that the resources $X^{(k)}_i$, which have quantitative information very close to zero or very high, will have a significant influence on the model’s objective function value.

Definition 2. Resource reputation metrics: Consider a set of resource references $\text{REF} = \{\text{ref}_1, \text{ref}_2, \ldots\}$, with variable size depending on the amounts of the valuation indices of a resource that are available in a given database. Each of the references in the database will compete to assign a weight, $p_i$, to each resource $X^{(j)}_m$, following three possible valuation parameters depending on the characteristics of each reference. If the reference $\text{ref}_1 \in \text{REF}$ is like the local official tourism guide handbook database, it will assign the value of 1.5 to the resource $X^{(j)}_m$; if it is mentioned in the highlighted section, the value = 1; if it is revealed in the remaining sections, the value = 0 if it is not referenced. If the reference $\text{ref}_2 \in \text{REF}$ is related to the official tourism site or an equivalent site database, we assigned the value 1 if it was mentioned, and 0 otherwise. If the reference $\text{ref}_3 \in \text{REF}$ is TripAdvisor or a similar database, we assigned a value determined by the weighted average of the assessments made by the users, depending on the scale used and the number of users in the database. In addition, each reference, $\text{ref}_i$, applies an importance factor, $f_i$, in the valuation of the resource, such that $\sum f_i = 1$. The resource reputation metric is the norm.

$$
\|X^{(j)}_m\| = \sum f_i \times p_i, \text{ for each } j, \text{ with } i = 1, 2, \ldots, \#\text{REF}, \text{ with } m = 1, 2, \ldots, n.
$$

Definition 3. Weight of the resource: The function weight of the resource is the function $W_X : X^{(j)}_m \subset X \mapsto \mathbb{R}$.

$$
W_X(X^{(j)}_m) = \|X^{(j)}_m\|_d, \text{ for each } j, \text{ with } m = 1, 2, \ldots, n
$$

(2)

Definition 4. Matrix of resource weights: The matrix of the resource weights $X^{(j)}_m$ is, for each $j$, the matrix

$$
\mathbf{P}_X \begin{bmatrix}
X^{(j)}_1 \\
X^{(j)}_2 \\
\vdots \\
X^{(j)}_n
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\|X^{(j)}_1\| & \|X^{(j)}_2\| & \ldots & \|X^{(j)}_n\|
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(3)
For reasons of simplicity, we represented the weight matrix of the \(k\)-resources by \(X_k\) and the weight matrix of the \(p\)-resources by \(X_p\).

In addition to the reasons relating to the resource’s characteristics, there are intrinsic factors that determine the consumer’s decision. Because it is not always possible to recognize preferences in a complete and objective way, quantification is difficult. In this sense, we chose to create two levels of user value preferences: one related to the proportion of the comparative preference among different families of resources, and the other related to the quantitative preference for each feature of the resource that was relevant to the decision.

**Definition 5.** Preference per resource type: The map \(\Pi_X = \Pi \{X(1), X(2), \ldots, X(n)\}\) is defined as the preference assigned by the user to each type of resource family. For simplicity, if the preference of a \(k\)-resource is being calculated, it will be represented by \(\Pi_k\), and the preference of a \(p\)-resource will be \(\Pi_p\).

**Definition 6.** Preference assigned to each resource by distinct user profiles: The function \(\hat{A}_{P_U}: X \mapsto \mathbb{R}^{z \times n} \times \mathbb{R}^{\#P_U}\) is defined as the preference assigned to each resource by the distinct user profiles in such a way that for the resources \(X_m^{(i)} \in X\), the function shows the preference given by a specific user profile to each resource. It considers the resource characteristics \(X_m^{(i)}\) and the profiles \(P_U\) that can be applied to the user \(U\), to arrive at expression (4):

\[
\hat{A}_{P_U}(X_m^{(i)}) = C_{X_m^{(i)}}, P_U \tag{4}
\]

The elements of the matrix \(C\) are the values obtained by a questionnaire that collected users’ comparative preferences regarding the characteristics of the potentially available resources, \(X_m^{(i)}\).

**Definition 7.** Preference assigned to each resource by the user-adjusted profile: The function \(A: X \mapsto \mathbb{R}^{z \times n}\) is the constraint of function (4), such that, for the resources \(X_m^{(i)} \in X\), the function image expresses a personal user preference for each resource. Considering the characteristics of the resources \(X_m^{(i)}\), and selecting only one profile, the function generates the profile most suitable for the user \(U\), with the intention of obtaining expression (5):

\[
A_{P_U}(X_m^{(i)}) = A(X_m^{(i)}) = C_{X_m^{(i)}}, P_U, \text{ for a fixed } P_U \tag{5}
\]

In expression (5), the fixed \(P_U\) corresponds to the most suitable profile for a specific user. For simplicity, let \(A(X_m^{(i)})\) be represented by \(A_X\). Thus, if it is being calculated, the accessibility to a \(k\)-resource will be represented by \(A_k\) and by \(A_p\) for the accessibility to a \(p\)-resource. To simplify the \(A_X\) calculation, we needed to define a distance between the different users’ preferences.

**Definition 8.** Preference distance: Consider the matrix \(C = C[i, j]\) and the column vector \(P[i]\). The preferred distance is defined as

\[
d_j(C, P) = \|C - P\|_i = \text{Min}\{N[j]\}, \text{ with } j = 1, \ldots, \#P_U \tag{6}
\]
with

\[ N[j] = \sum_{i=1}^{n \times z} (C[i \ j] - P[i])^2, \text{ for each } j = 1, \ldots, \#P_U \] (7)

The selection of the most suitable profile is performed by calculating the deviation for each element, with \( P_U \) varying from 1 to the maximum number of profiles in relation to the profile of the user under analysis.

\[ C_{X^j_m}, P_U \]

After calculating the values, the fit profile \( P_U \) is the profile \( j \), which gives the lowest value of \( d_j(C, P) \).

When considering resource networks more comprehensively, they can have a material or immaterial existence. In the second case, we can give, as an example, the specific culture of a region or community. When we talk about resources such as monuments, a pedestrian route, or a social event, they have a physical existence in space. If we want to evaluate their accessibility in terms of availability, we have to consider time, as some of them are not always accessible. If we want to represent the proximity of each available resource to the preferences of the tourist, we generate a “conceptual network of resources”, where the edges represent the distances between the resource characteristics (nodes) and decision-maker preferences. The accessibility of a node can be evaluated according to different measures, such as the node degree or the distance to reach it. When the edges have associated weights that influence the level of accessibility, these must be considered. In this case, it is the distance of the consumer to the nodes that corresponds to the valuation of the edges to be used, i.e., the path, and this should be taken as an accessibility factor.

**Definition 9.** Geographic distance to the resource: Consider \( U \), the position that the potential user fills in the network. Thus, we have the distance from the user’s position to the resource \( X^j_m \) for some \( j \) with \( m = 1, 2, \ldots \), calculated by (8).

\[ d_{X, U} = \left| \left( X^j_m - U \right) \right| \] (8)

After assigning the order of the node where the resource \( X^j_m \) is located, the distance for some \( j \) with \( m = 1, 2, \ldots \), is given by \( \left( X^j_m \right) \).

**Definition 10.** Accessibility level: Let \( \Theta : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), such that for the resources

\[ X^j_m \in X, \ m = 1, 2, \ldots, \]

where each function image expresses the level of accessibility of each node where the resources are located to obtain the expression (9).

\[ \Theta \left( X^j_m \right) = \text{on} \left( X^j_m \right) \cdot \left| \left( X^j_m - U \right) \right| \] (9)

For simplification, let us represent \( \Theta \left( X^j_m \right) \) by \( \Theta_X \). Thus, if it is being calculated, the accessibility to a \( k \)-resource will be represented by \( \Theta_k \) and by \( \Theta_p \) for accessibility to a \( p \)-resource.

**Definition 11.** Objective function: Let the model’s objective function be defined as shown in (10).

\[ \Psi(X) = \sum_k \Pi_k \cdot \Theta_k \cdot A_k \cdot (\hat{X}_k \cdot X_k) + \sum_p \Pi_p \cdot \Theta_p \cdot A_p \cdot X_p \] (10)

The model represented by the map \( \Psi \) is dynamic. It allows different values over time as the resources that integrate it, and the values that are attached to them, vary. The
different values of $\Psi$ and the data for each resource are stored in a vector, but only the highest values are selected. This procedure will allow the proposal of the resource structure that provides the highest value, without discarding the remaining ones.

The application of the function is subject to restrictions that change with the different practical applications and proposed objectives. The objective function takes on extreme values depending on the region in which it is applied, and on the accessibility of the resources and user preferences. The minimum value of 0 units was obtained for the total non-use of resources.

The foundation of a matrix where the entries have the values of $\Psi (X)$ makes the generalization process to enable the application of the model to various situations easier. Broadly speaking, this model can be adjusted to any situation where it is necessary to set a strategy to use different resources based on the preferences of its users. For a more detailed identification of the restrictions and general presentation of the model, please see [28].

3.2. An Example of the Implementation

In order to make the implementation of the proposed model more perceptible, a simplified application example is introduced.

Scenario: A couple (Alpha and Beta), each with very different personal interests, decides to take a holiday in a small, isolated village. Alpha enjoys contact with nature and knows the history and culture of the local people; Beta prefers social life and contact with culture. “Fireland”, a small region much appreciated by tourists, consists of a small village surrounded by a vast green area, where the main attractions are related to its volcanic origin. Social resources, like monuments, an ethnographic museum, and several places to eat are also available. Alpha and Beta arrive by public transport and have seven hours until the return transport to their hotel, so they must carefully select which resources to visit. At the destination, travel is on foot. The scenario presented in Figure 2; although it is based on real data, it is necessarily simplified.

According to information obtained previously from their hotel, the tourist resources available on that day are those shown in Table 2. In addition to their identification, a classification of each resource is presented. Their relevance considers the number of visitors in previous years and the references on websites specializing in tourism. Based on the principle defined in Equation (1), the resources that have a greater attractiveness for tourists assume a reinforced decision-making value. The accessibility of each resource was calculated according to its distance at each moment of decision, as well as the route’s degree of difficulty for a pedestrian. As the start and end point of the journey, the village’s first bus stop was considered, located near the T2 resource. The average time of use of each
resource and the preference expressed by both tourists in relation to each classification is also presented.

Table 2. Resource and tourist data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Relevance ((X_k, X_p))</th>
<th>Accessibility ((\Theta_k, p))</th>
<th>Use Time ((t))</th>
<th>Preference ((\Pi_k, p \times A_k, p))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha Beta Alpha Beta</td>
<td>Alpha Beta Alpha Beta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Nature/View 4 × 4 4 0.47 15 0.1050 0.0750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>Nature/Volcanic 7 × 7 7 0.62 25 0.1575 0.1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>Nature/View 3 × 3 3 0.71 15 0.1050 0.0750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4</td>
<td>Nature/View 3 × 3 3 0.79 15 0.1050 0.0750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>Nature/Beach or pool 6 × 6 6 1.20 45 0.1050 0.0600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6</td>
<td>Nature/Garden 7 × 7 7 2.58 60 0.0700 0.1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N7</td>
<td>Nature/Volcanic 9 × 9 9 0.85 35 0.1575 0.1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Walking trail/C3 4 × 4 4 0.47 160 0.0900 0.0200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Walking trail/C2 5 × 5 5 3.16 90 0.2250 0.0350</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Social/Museum 5 5 × 5 2.00 50 0.0400 0.3300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Social/Ethnography 4 × 4 4 0.91 45 0.1000 0.0900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Social/Monument 5 × 5 1.29 20 0.0600 0.1800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Social/Museum 6 6 × 6 0.82 30 0.0400 0.3300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Restaurant/Familiar 6 6 1.29 60 0.1000 0.0700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Restaurant/Familiar 5 5 1.15 60 0.1000 0.0700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Restaurant/Gourmet 3 3 0.95 90 0.0400 0.0900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Restaurant/Fast food 4 4 0.95 40 0.0600 0.0400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To identify the different viable alternatives, it was necessary to estimate the distances between the resources and the travel time, considering the type of transport used. In order to build a matrix of the distances, it was first necessary to create a network showing the available resources (shapes) and the paths that make the visits possible (edges), as represented in the graph in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Available resources network.

The identification of the different possible sets of resources, i.e., the itinerary, considered possible restrictions, such as the start point, the intended end point, mandatory resources, and time constraints. An example of the mandatory use of a resource is a restaurant, which was required only once during the stay. By calculating the utility value or satisfaction that the tourist obtains with each option, based on the objective \(\Psi\) function,
Equation (10), it is possible to arrange the alternatives, thus easing the tourist’s decision-making process. Table 3 presents two different ways to use the tool to support tourist decision-making: individual resource or itinerary selection.

**Table 3.** The Ψ value as a satisfaction measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viable Options</th>
<th>Satisfaction (Ψ)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ψ Alpha</td>
<td>Ψ Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual resource selection (localization at starting node)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>17.79</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerary selection (set of resources)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = {T2, N2, N3, N4, N5, R1, N6}</td>
<td>38.14</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = {S1, S3, S2, R1, N7, N6, N5, N4}</td>
<td>26.83</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>19.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C = {S1, S3, S2, R1, N7, N4, N6}</td>
<td>21.76</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>25.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the individual resource selection, a decision was made in the moment without prior planning; that is, the tourist was touring the territory and, after using a resource, decided on the next resource to visit. In this case, we selected resources directly accessible from the start point (T2, N6, S1, S2 and N2) and those that were in the vicinity defined as the radius of the circumference covering the maximum distance intended by the tourist. The N2 resource was excluded because it was outside the vicinity. The values of the potential satisfaction obtained by using each resource are presented in the first part of Table 3.

The itinerary selection was made as a planned tour. The choice of resources was linked to consumer preferences, and the order of consumption minimized distance or time. In this case, itinerary A was built considering what the normal selection would be for a tourist who prefers natural resources, like Alpha, starting with the resource most valued at the start point and at each resource point. Itinerary B considered tourists who prefer social resources, like Beta. Itinerary C is a balance of both options, another possible itinerary to be identified.

The percentage value, presented in Table 3, refers to the ratio of satisfaction for each alternative, with the value to be obtained from the use of all of the available resources. From the values obtained for the planning of an itinerary for the whole day, it is possible to mention the following:

- Itinerary A includes a pedestrian walk in a natural environment, five natural resources and a restaurant. Of the three, this is the one that includes more nature resources (N + T), so is more adjusted to tourists with a nature profile, as is the case for Alpha. The values obtained from Ψ showed this: a nature tourism fan can achieve a relative satisfaction of 72%, compared to 16% for a social tourist.
- Itinerary B—Of the three, B is the most balanced, with four nature resources, three social resources and a restaurant. The Ψ value presents this balance in both profiles (51% and 58%). It will be a good compromise option for our tourist couple.
- Itinerary C—With four social and two nature resources and a restaurant, this is the one that would be the most suitable itinerary for tourists with a profile identical to Beta. The high value obtained (90%) is explained by the fact that this is a natural resource destination, and the itinerary included all of the resources most valued by tourists in the social category. Again, the values obtained for Ψ met what would be the expected relative value.

The decisions made by the tourists at each node of the network updated the decision-pattern database, enabling a learning system. The historical data of the options related
to resource use contributed to the updating of the value of the intrinsic relevance of each resource.

For managers and stakeholders who supply tourist resources, knowing the decision of each tourist profile in each situation enables more accurate planning and more efficient management.

4. Discussion

The sustainability of any activity must consider the triple bottom line of economic, social and environmental factors. We achieve sustainability when it is possible to plan activities efficiently, which gives value to consumer satisfaction. By working with consumer preferences related to resource features, our model enhances tourist consumption because it provides better access to resources and improved decision making.

As shown in Table 3 in Section 3.1, each consumer assigns a different value to each resource according to its characteristics and personal preferences; consequently, the quantitative value for \( \Psi \) was different for each type of resource and consumer. For example, \( \Psi_{\text{Alpha}}(N2) = 8.86 \) was greater than \( \Psi_{\text{Alpha}}(S1) = 0.40 \) or \( \Psi_{\text{Alpha}}(S2) = 0.3 \), showing that Alpha preferred natural resources to social ones. For Beta, \( \Psi_{\text{Beta}}(S1) = 10.56 \) was greater than \( \Psi_{\text{Beta}}(N2) = 2.17 \) or \( \Psi_{\text{Beta}}(T2) = 0.55 \), showing that Beta preferred social resources to natural ones.

Although Beta had a preference for social resources, the model assigned a higher value to N6 than S2. This can be explained by the fact that N6 had hidden social characteristics that Beta did not recognize but which \( \Psi \) identified as relevant to Beta’s profile. This result followed the \( \Psi \) construction, where each resource was not closed; that is, it was not entirely dedicated to just one feature. Therefore, even a natural resource can have some social components, and can share characteristics with other resources that can be uncovered and measured with the help of \( \Psi \).

Nevertheless, beyond the importance of each resource to the consumer, there are other factors, e.g., accessibility and time, which can influence the choice of each resource. When resources are geographically dispersed, as normally happens in tourism, accessibility and time are important, as they can restrict the consumer’s itinerary proposed, which limits the number of resources to be used.

Using itineraries A, B and C as examples, among others that could have been created for Alpha and Beta and submitted to the \( \Psi \) evaluation, it is easy to see that itinerary A was the best choice for Alpha and itinerary C the best for Beta, but together the choice of itinerary had to be subjected to negotiation to fulfill both profiles. With the help of \( \Psi \), the decision makers evaluated an itinerary that was acceptable. Then, defining the minimum value of 50% for each component, \( \Psi_i(A) \), \( \Psi_i(B) \) and \( \Psi_i(C) \), for \( i \in \{ \text{Alpha, Beta} \} \), to be classified as acceptable by the group’s elements, we observed in Table 3 that itinerary B was the only one that fulfilled this requirement.

Constructed as a tool to help decision-making processes, our model helps resource managers obtain the most sustainable option. Then, considering the example in this paper, if most tourists visiting Fireland have a nature profile, like Alpha, a high demand for resource T2 is to be expected. With this information, business managers may increase related services, creating, for example, support food services, or a gear shop near N2 or N3, in the middle of the T2 walking trail, to add economic value. Furthermore, authorities can reinforce the security and build optimized plans of use for T2 by providing sustainable alternatives, as it is almost common sense that better resource planning leads to more satisfied customers.

5. Conclusions

Tourism is of special relevance to the global economy, and to the sustainability of many regions. The greater the satisfaction from tourists, the greater the sustainability of the activity and of the region, especially in economic terms. On the other hand, to improve suitability, managers of tourism resources must meet the needs and preferences of the
tourists. It is therefore vital that tourists make better consumer decisions to achieve the highest level of satisfaction so that managers can forecast demand in a way that is adjusted to reality.

The proposed model, based on multi-objective optimization and fuzzy logic, quantifies the level of satisfaction to be achieved from the consumption of a good or a set of goods. It considers not only the characteristics of the good under assessment but also user preferences in relation to its features. The model was conceived in a generic way to allow for its adjustment to different consumption situations, and to enable the identification of intrinsic and external resource characteristics. Because the diversity of human beings dictates the non-homogeneity of their behavior, different user profiles were considered. By increasing the weight (relevance) of resources with greater relevance to the user profile, it was possible to obtain results with greater amplitude, thereby reducing the ambiguity.

The inclusion of the function in a computer application allows not only the calculation of satisfaction but also the accumulation of historical data for each consumer profile, making the system capable of becoming more and more accurate.

The proposed function is particularly suitable for tourism, as shown in the example, but it can be adapted to other situations where goods vary in their characteristics, such as the purchase of a house, car or training course.

As the main limitations, we identified the non-existence of a real case study application that would categorically confirm the robustness and suitability of the model. Future lines of investigation can focus on testing the proposed model in different consumption situations wherein consumer preferences are relevant.
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